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Keeping 3 + 2 Machining
in the Clear
By Mark alBert

C

AM software that supports 3 + 2 machining
has helped make this technique a valuable
option for users of five-axis machining centers.
The 2014 R2 release of PowerMill CAM software
from Delcam includes new utilities that enable
the programmer to more quickly find the most
advantageous workplane orientation, cutting tool
tilt angle and tool length. This speeds the process
of optimizing the 3 + 2 program, and makes
checking for collisions faster and more thorough.
One of these utilities, Dynamic Machine Control,
enables the programmer to simulate the motion
of the tool tip dynamically and instantly evaluate
the effects of program edits to avoid collisions in
the tool path.
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Operating in 3 + 2 mode involves using the two
rotational axes to lock the cutting tool in a tilted
position before executing a three-axis milling
program. This combination of three-axis milling
and two-axis tool positioning gives this technique
its 3 + 2 nickname. The main advantage of 3 + 2
machining is that it allows for the use of a shorter,
more rigid cutting tool than would be permissible
with conventional three-axis machining.
Dynamic Machine Control, a new toolbar added to the
latest release of Delcam’s PowerMill CAM software,
enables the programmer to check and adjust for
potential collisions. This makes machining in the
3 + 2 mode on a five-axis VMC more secure.
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The redesigned Machine Tool Position dialog box,
which opens from the new toolbar, provides data on
the position of the machine tool, together with limits
set for each axis.
With 3 + 2, the spindle head can be lowered
closer to the workpiece with the tool angled
toward the surface. Using a shorter tool, in turn,
enables faster feeds and speeds with less tool
deflection. This means that a good surface finish
and more accurate dimensional results can be
achieved in a shorter cycle time. Other benefits
include shorter tool movements, fewer lines of
pro gra m c od e a nd fewe r m ac hin e setups.
Nevertheless, a 3 + 2 tool path requires the same
Delcam North America, call 877-335-2261
or visit powermillna.com.
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careful preparation, verification and optimization
as a full five-axis part program.
For example, one of the new utilities is a software toolbar that can be opened when a toolpath
simulation stops after it detects a potential collision. Called Dynamic Machine Control, this toolbar enables the user to quickly and easily adjust
any axis position in an existing tool path in order
to avoid the collision. The programmer can test
and evaluate these adjustments instantly by
dynamically moving the repositioned tool tip
around that tool path while it remains in constant
contact with each toolpath segment. If this movement of the tool tip detects further collision points,
the programmer can click on graphical “grab
handles” that enable the tool to be tilted and
rotated manually into a new position that avoids
the problem area. For each repositioning, the
software can create a workplane that is aligned
to the adjusted cutting tool axis and machine
tool orientation.
To aid this process, the toolbar includes a
machine tool position dialog box, also new,
that can be opened to view data on the position
of the machine tool, together with the limits set
for each axis. This dialog box also shows the
range of motion set for each axis of the tool in its
current orientation. This is depicted by a slide
bar representing the travel limits for that axis.
Sliding the indicator on the bar automatically
controls the position of the tool as displayed in
the simulation, and it is a handy way to jog the
machine components into position during the
editing process. A warning pops up if an axis limit
is exceeded.
At any point, the programmer can return to
dynamic control of the tool tip. When finished
making whatever adjustments in the tilt and rotation of the cutting tool are necessary to avoid all
potential collisions, the programmer simply
updates the tool path and runs the simulation as
an additional check. A video demonstration of
D ynamic Machine Control can be found at
short.mmsonline.com/clear3+2.
Other enhancements in PowerMill 2014 R2
include an enhanced boundary editing history
form, a composite curve creator that merges
adjacent arcs and surface edges, an improved
hole creation and editing utility, and more.

